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Abstracts

The magnetic and stmc!lITal properties of(FelOl',Yx)"P'5CW alloys havc been studied by

mea:,uring the magnetization and strucmral paramcters. The samples arc fabricated by

conventional melt spilllling technique at wheel speed of 25 m1see. The as made samples

arc found to be ferromagnetic at room temperature and all of them go through the

magnetic phase transition between 500 and 600 K. The magnetic phase transition of all the

studied samples arc observed to be around the glass transition temperature T, which is

between 650 to 700 K. The DTA and TGA data have shO\,n some exothermic peaks above

700 K indicating some structural phase transformation above this temperature, All the

studied samples have shov>na small second pcak at even higher temperature around 800 K

which may be attributed to oxidation of the samples. Addition of Vanadium (V) has

resulted in ,ignific<1nt decrease in magnetization values. Addition of Y is likely to have

lJIerease lJI gralJl sIze in a matrix of ferromagnetic Fe particles surrounded by the

non-magnetic C and P atoms. However, an exceptional behavior was rocorded for the

sample (Fe~5Y,5)"PL;CW which has sho\\11a remarkable increase in magnetization values.

The po~sible reasOn for this unLJsualbehavior may be attributed to the formalion of nanO

grains initiated by vanadium. This enhancement in magnetization has bcen supported by

dle magnetoresistance data which has also shown a remarkable increase in the

magnetoresistanee value for this particular concentration of V. Tbe EDS analysis shows

that addition of Y did not cause any stoichiometric imbalance in the alloy system.

Addition of V is expected to increase the eoercivity of the alloy system and cnhance the

magnetic properties. Howcver, from this study it is found that the role of Y is similar to

addition of a ]lon-magnetic solute in a magnetic alioy which i" depicted in the

magnetization CLJfvesof ali the studied sample~. The impedance measurements on all the

samples show a pronounccd non linearity abovc 10 MHz with the cxecption of sample-3

in whlch contains 9 at% or V. Further detailed stLJdie~are needed to explain [hi~ behavior

of the sample. The a.c. permeability studie, show a 'y,tematic decrea.~e in the a.c.

magnctic responsc ofthc samplcs with increasing frequcncy.

VII'
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Chapter One

Introduction



l.llntrodllction

Magnetic amorphous alloys obtained by rapid q

magnetic materials with a wide range of technological applications. Ihey also represent a

significant challenge to the scientific understanding of magnetic materials, since most of

(he existing theorie, of ,olids assume lattice periodicity. For these rea,ons, the magnetic

and other properties of amorphous alloys have been very actively studied over the last

decade. In recent years, increasing attention has been directed to the fundamental

understanding of the structural, thermal and magnetic properties of the amorphous alloys.

It is not only scientifically but also technologically important to achieve such an

understanding. since the amorphous alloys are, in many rcspeets, so different from

conventional crystalline magnetic materials.

A real technical interest developed after Pond and Maddill [l.l] reported on the

preparation of continuous ribbons of amorphous alloy. Their mcthod consisted essentially

of directing a molten stream of the alloy onto the surface of a rapidly rotating drum. Thc

present stages of work on amorphous ribbons originate from the study of Duwez et. a!.

[1.2] on the preparation and propcrties of amorphous alloys.

Theoretically expected retention of fcrromagnetic bchavior in amorphous solid was first

demonstrated by Nowick ct. a!. [1.3] in their work on vacuum deposited Co-Au alloys and

,oon Tsuei and Duwez [1.4J on splat-cooled Pd-20 at % Si containing some ferromagnctic

elemcnt parllally ~ubmitle<l for the Pd. Simson and Brambly [1.5] appear to have been the

first to point out that thc amorphou<; alloy~. excepted to have no magnetOCT}stailine

anisotropy, should havc very low eocrcivities. However, the carly amorphous alloys 01"

CoP. prepared by deposition methods had coercivities as high as 10-20 (800-600) Nm.

thcsc high eoercivilies are now understood to have arisen from compositional

iuhomogcnetics demonstrated by Chi and Cargill [1.6]lrom small angle X-ray scattering

analysis and fr<lm strain-induced magnetostrictive anisotropy. The melt-quenched alloys

of Fe-C appeared 10 be compositionally much more homogeneous but still developcd

coercivilies of a few Oersteds (160 Aim), many orders of magnitude higher than in thc Fe-

Ni alloy, Amorphous alloys of Fe-Ni-P-B prepared by the melt-quenching technique as

ribbons by solidification on the surface of a rapidly rotating drum exhibited cven lower

cocrcivities, in the order of 0.1 Oe (8 Nm).

,



Luborsky et. al, [1.7J fiThtdemonstrated the reduction of cocreivity in thcse alloys, down

to lcss than 10 mOe (90,8 Aim) by suitable ann~aling and showed that thc changcs in

properties correlated to the relieving of internal strains. At that time Egami ~t. al. [1.8]

shov.-ed that mmealing under tensile stress reduced thc coercivity of a Fe-Ni-p-B-Si alloy

to 3 mOc (0.3 Nm).

I hcre arc two tcclmologically important class~~ of magnetic amorphous alloys; thc

transition metal-metalloid (TM-M) alloys and the rare earth-transition m~tal (RE-1M)

alloys. Th~ TM-M alloys typically contain about 80 atom % Fe, Co, or Ni with th~

remainder being B, C, Si, P ur Al as glass forming matcrials, The presence of the

m~talloids is nec~ssaI)' to lower the melting point, making it possible to quench the alloy

through its glass temperatur~ rapidly enough to form thc amorphous phase. The present

study involves the prepar'ltion of Fe based aInOlJlhous ribbons. In this amorphous ribbons

P and C hilve been used as glass forming materials. Here the Fe have been partially

repbced by V, the general composition heing (Fc Lon_N,)'5P IICw [x= 1.5, 3. 9, 15].

The melt-spimling technique has been used for the preparation of the ribbons. The

methods of the preparation of tile ribbons are descrihed in Chapter-2 along with the

proccdurc and conditions for glass forming amorphou~ materials.

The studies of the magnetic properties of amorphous ribbons are significant for a varicty

of applications such as power generator transformers, magnetic heads, magnetic shielding

etc. Thcsc applications may be determined by static (dc) or dynami~ (ae) prop~rties or the

amorphous system.

Moreover, the temperalure dependence and thc stability and cost of materials are to be

considered besides their magnetic propcrtics, '[hc de and ac properties provided

characteristics suitable for different types of applications. Generally high electric'll

resistivity. high mechanical strength, good cOlTosion resistance, and 'lb~ence of"crysl'llline

anisotropy. structural defects and grain boundarie~ characterize amorphons ribbons. The

magnetic propcrtics such as sarnration flux density, Curie temperature, magnetostrietion

and induced anisotropy can be controlled by the alloy composition and a ~ubsequenl heat

treatment.

The high electrical resistivity and the small thickness of the mdt-quenched ribbons lead to

low eddy current losses. The lov,.hysteresis losses, resnlts in very low core losses which is



of interest for power electronics at high frequencies. For application in small electronic

devices, the amorpholiS ribbon~ have somewhat poorer losses and pcrmeabilitics than the

conventional Fe-Ni-B ribbon. TIle design optimization requires lower cost of amorphous

ribbons, higher induction compared to Fe-Ni-B ribbons, Amorphous ribbons have many

refined applications also like development of magnetic bubbles for computer memory,

amorphous sup~rconduclors etc. Research in the theoretical understanding. development

and application of amorphous ribbol15 can thus be prolitable, especially at iL>pres~nt n~w

phase.

1.2 Aim of this Work

In r~c~nt y~ars, amorphous alloys have received considerable experimental and theoretical

attention owing to their anomalous magneto-transport and soft magnetic properties. These

mat~rials are int~r~sting from both the fundamental and applied viewpoints. Because or

various superior mechanical, magnetic aml electrical properties, in comparison ",<jththose

of the crystalline state, amorphous alloys form a class of tedmologically important

materials. They have already been put into applicatiol15 in the devices e,g., choke coils.

high frequency transformers and the magnetic thin film heads, reported in 1991 by

Yoshizawa el al [1.9).

The objective of this work is to srndy temperature and field dependence of electrical

resistivity, magnetoresistance, frequency dependent complex penneability and impedance

of (FelOO',V,J7,PI5CW magnetic alloy, and errect of Vanadium (V) there on. The studies

involved in the present work would providc uscful information about its potentials in high

frequency switching and sensor devices as well as high temperature power applications. In

order to achie\'e the aforesaid objective, [he '1(ll1(lwingmain steps are included in the

present work:

I. The I-V measurement for resistivity and magnetoresistanee in different magnetic

field~ at room temperature, high temperature and low temperature.

2. The measurement of ac penneability and impedance at different frequencies.

3. The measurement of heat difTll~ivity by an evacuated heat plll8e for studying the

infonnation about the existence of a pseudo magnetic phase (antiferromagnelicl

spin glass).

,



4. The measurement of magnetization in different magnetic field at room temperature

to measurement the magnetic bebavior of the samples.

5. The measurement of Thermal Analy>i~(DTA), Thermo Gravimetric Analy~is

(TGA, Differential Thermo Gravimetric (DTG) for the inve~tiga(ion of thermal

response of the film.

5



Chapter Two

Preparation of Amorphous Ribbons



2,1 Introduction

Amorphous solid glass which has nn precise meaning, it believed from the long time that

amorphous sysl~m could not exist ferromagnetism. Th~re are diff~r~nt methods produced

to prepare the amorphous ribbons. This trend abolishes after the discovery of metallic

glass by Dcwez et. aL [2.1] and Gobonov [2.2J in the same time. There argument was

bused on the ~vid~nce Utat Ute d~ctronic band s(ruetur~ of crystallin~ solid~ did not

changes in any fundamental way on transition on the liquid state. The first report of an

amorphous metallic alloy appears to have been made by Brenner ct. al. [2.3]. A real

technological interest developed after Pond and Maddin [2.4J reported on the preparation

of continuous ribbons of amorphous alloys.

The tedlllological interest developed after Pond and Maddin [2.4] reported on the

preparation of continuous ribbons of amorphous alloys. The theoretically expected

retention of ferromagnetic behavior in amorphous solids was first demonstrated by Marder

and Nowiek [2.5] in their work on vacuum deposited Co-Au alloys and soon there after by

TsClei and Duwe<: [2.6] in their work on split-cooled Pd-2Qat% Si containing some

f~rromagnetic elem~nt partially substituted for the Pd.

The positive way to have the amorphous state of pure metal like Fe, Ni, Co etc at low

temperature. Alloys of these metals with glass forming materials can be obtained in the

amorphous state by cooling the melt at a relatively lower rate of million degrees per

second which can remain in lh~metastable stal~ over an ext~nded rangc oflcmpcralUrc,

"l\VOimportant classcs of amorphous magnetic materials are being studied intensively in

r~cent time. They ar~ the transition metal-metalloid (TM-M) glass and the rar~-~arth

ttansition metal glass (RE-TM) teported by T. Mizoguehi 12.7.1,R. Alben et. a!. [2.81

E.M.Gyorgy [1,9J and G. S. Cargil [1.101. lM-M glasses arc stable for composition

around 75-80% of TM (Fe, Co, Ni ete. or in their combinations) and 25,20% of the

metalloid (P, C, Si, B or in theit combinations). Typical composition for RE-TM glass is

RE33-TM67 where RE is one of the rare-earth metals like Gd, 'j b, Dy, Y etc. and TM is

one or the 3d transilion metds like' fe, Co or Ni. Recently the metalloids in TM-M glas~

are replaced by non-mugnetle metals lih ?T, HI', etc. by T. MasumOlo rl. at [1.11 J. The

new amorphous and metastable alloys prepared by sueh tedmiqu~s w~r~ used in the early

works to explore the many possibilities opened up by these n~w rapid qu~nching

techniques.



2.2 Conditions to be prepared amorphous materials

In lenns of viscosit} and dilTusionco-elIicient we can find the conditions for formation

glass.

(a) Metal~ atomic bonding is metallic and vi~cosity is lower than the diffusion

co-efficient and mobility is high.

(b) In the case of amorphous material viscosity is very high and the mobility and

the diffusion co-efficient arc low. Atomic bonds tend to be covalent as in the

case of silicate (SiOl)

2.3 Preparation technique of amorphous ribbon

There are various techniqnes in use to produce a metallic alloy in an amorphous statc

whcrc thc atomic arrangements have no long-range periodicity. 1he different experimental

techniques developed to produce amorphous metallic glass can he classified into t\vo

groups.

(a) The atomic deposition melhod~and

(b) The fast waling of the melt

2.3.1 The atomic deposition methods

Deposition can be described in terms of whether the added atom is prevented from

difli.tsingmarc than an atomic distancc beforc it is fixed in position dne to cooling and

increased viscosity. The atomic deposition methods indnde condensation of a vapor on a

cooled substrate by

(i) Vacuum depo~ilion

(ii) Sputtcr deposition

(iii) Electron deposition

(iv) Chcmical dcpo~ition

2.3.2 The fast cooling ofthe melt

for producing of an amorphous state by any of the liquid quenching devices, the alloy

must be cooled through the temperature range from the melting temperature (T",) to the

glass transition temperature (Tg)very fast allo",ing no time for cry-;tal1izalion.The factol":'.

"



~onlrolling Tgmid crystallization are both slructuHll mid kinetic. The structural factor~ are

concerned with atomic arrangement, bonding and atomic size effects. The kinetic factors

as discussed by Turnbull [2.12J are the nucleation, crystal growth rate and diffusion rate

eompared to the cooling rate. 'j he interest in this method stems from the wide variety of

alloys that CmIbe made as well as ti:om the potential low of cost of preparation. ]n the

pioneering work of Duwez et. al. [2.131, a number of devices has been reported for

obtaining the necessary high quenching rates and for producing continuous filaments. The

methods using the principle of fast cooling of melt techniques are:

(i) The gun technique

(ii) Single roller rapid quenching technique

(iii) Double roller rapid quenching technique

(iv) Centrifuge and rotary split quenching technique

(v) Torsion catapult technique

(vi) Plasma-jet spray technique

(vii) FilamentaTY casting technique

(viii) Mdt extraction technique

(ix) Free jet spimling technique and

(x) The melt spinning technique

Allhough (he difTenmt method> used m prepanng amorphous metallic ribbons are

mentioned here, only the md( spinning technique which was used to prepare the

specimens for the present work will be discussed.

2.3.2. t The Melt Spinning Technique

The metallic glasses <Ire prepared by ,ev~r<ll methods employing special t~chni'lues

which involve rapid 80lidllkation 01" the melt. M~lt spinning is one such technique used

10 pr~paTe l1le(<llIi~ glasses. Cerl<lin alloys such a> met<ll-melal (Cu6fjb]Jl and

metal-mel<llloid alloys (FesoB2G,PdwSi2G) form glasses when they ar~ qu~nched suddenly at

<Inultnlfast cooling rate of 10" to 10sK per second. III order to prepar~ (he above

mentioned m~tallic g1<lsses, the required quantit} of me(<I!-me\al or metal-mel<llloid

alloys are taken in a quartz tube in their stoichiometric ratio "'1%. A set of he<lter coils

surround the quartz tube at one end and the temperature of the heater coil is kept more

than the melting point of the alloy compound. Therefore, the melt of the alloy compound

9 .t



is formed at one end of the quartz tube. The melt is kept above the melting point of alloy

lmtil a homogeneous mixing in obtained. An inert gas is flown through the other end of

the quartz tube after the homogeneous mixing is fonned. The molten alloy flow through

the oullet 01"the quartz tube and it is cooled at an ultrafast rate with the help of a rotating

cooled copper cylinder. On impact with the rotation dnun. the melt is frozen within a few

millisecond producing a long ribbon of metallic glasses. The experimental set up used for

the above process is shov>nin 1'ig- 2.1

Inert Gas Pressure

I
Quartl Tube

o

Molten Alloy

Jet of Molten Metal

Ribbon of Glassy Metal

Rotating Cooled Metal Drum

Figure 2.1: The experimental set up used for the melt spinning fechnique

2.4 Experimental details for the preparation of amorphous ribbon

The metallic glass ribbons are usually prepared in a furnace with an argon atmosphere
(0.2 to 0.3 atms.). The buttons prepared are of about 50 grams ea~h. Care is taken to
ensure thorough mixing and homogeneity of the alloy composition, by lurning over and

re-melting each button few times. The mother alloys, formed in the fom] of buttons in a
furnace by sudden cooling, arc then cut into small pieces and is inserted in the quanz tube.
The quartz lUbeis connected from the top by rubber '0' rings and metal rings to the argon
cylinder through a valve and a pressure gauge. After proper cleaning of the roller surface

•



and adju~ting its speed to the desired value, as measured by stroboscope, the induction
fnrllace is powered nsing high frequency generator. When thc mclting temperarure is
reaehcd as observed through a protective spectacle, the injection pressure is applied by

opening the pressure valve. To a"oid the turbulence of the V\'ind,arising Irom the
high-speed roller in distributing the melt puddle, cotton pad and metallic shicld arc usually
used just beneath the roller. To avoid oxidation of the ribbon during its formation, an inert
atmosphere is created around the roller by a slow stream of helium gas. The speed of the
roller, the volumetric 110wnile, the orilice diameter, the ~ub5trale orifice distance, the

injection angle etc. are adjusted by trial and error to get the best re5ult in respect of the
quality and the geometry of the ribbons. Important factors to control the thickness of
ribbons are as follows

Rotating speed

(b) Angular velocity. (0)-2000rev/min.

(c) Surfaccvelocity,v-20m/s

(i) Gap bel\veen the noule and rotating copper drum is - 100 to 150 J.lIIl.
(ii) Oscillations of the rotating copper drum both static and dynamic have

maximum displacement of - 1.5 lun
(iii) Pressnre = 0.2 to 0.3 argon atmosphere.

(i,) Temperature of the metal Tm '" 15000C. The temperature should not exceed
18000C othef\.visequartz rubewould melt.

(v) Stability is ensured for the drop to fall on the surface of the spinning dnun.

2.5 Factors contributing to glass formation

There are three interrelated factors that detennine glas<;-formingtendency. These are

themlOdynamic conditions that favor the liquid phase relative to the crystalline phase, the

kinetic conditions that inhibit crystallization and thc process factors that arise dnc to

experimental conditions.

The thermodynamic factors for glas<;fomlalion are liquids temperature Trnat which the

alloy melts, the hcat of vaporization and the free energy of all the phases that arise or

could potentially arise during solidification process. Viscosity of the melt, the glass

transition temperature Tg and the homogeneous nucleation rate belongs to kinetic

parameters. The glass transition temperature is defined as the temperature at whi~h the

super cooled liquid takes on the rigidity of a solid of more specificclly at which lhe

viscosity approached 15 poise.
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Fast., Cooling

"
- --',,,,
60:

Enlllaipy cll.nge E due to short
range o,de,

Enthalpy cI1ooge E due to lon9
rang" order

T, To Tm
Temper.tu'. __

Fig2.2: Temperature dependence of enthalpy Hand G correspond
to glass tranSitionsnd S correspond to the crystslline state

Processing parameters are the cooling rate. the heterogeneous llClcleationrate and the super

cooling temperature intervaL The temperature of the gla:;s transition is slightly depend on

the cooling rate at each cooling rate the g;lass will Ireeze in a different state of internal

energy, shown in Fig 2.2.

At the mclting point Tm the enthalpy H of a ery~tal includes latent heat of fi.J.>iondue to

long range order. In the case of rapid cooling of the melt, the jree energy decreases since

long range order do not take place, tllUSleaving the system at a higher energy rate. Heat

treatment, relaxation and 5l<lbilityare thus important considerations in metallic glass. 1he

glass-forming tendency also arises from a:; size difference between the components in the

glassy alloy is a necessary condition for ready glass fomlation,

A single parameter that expresses glas~ f"mling tenden~y is the ratio of the glas5 transition

temperature to the melting temperatur~ delin~d as high~r valu~~ ofr obviously favor glass

T
formation, For metallic glass to be formed by rapid cooling, T= ...E..<;houldbe greater than

T.

0.45 by H. S, Chem [2.14]. Based on alloy composition there arc two major groups that

rapidly form glasses. In one of these groups the metal is form Fe, Co, PJ, Or PI and the

metalloid is B, C, Si, Ge, Or P, lhese metallic glasses constitute soft amorphous magnetic

materials.



Chapter Three

Theoretical Perspective



3,1 DC Electrical Resistivity

The law of electrical conduction in metals is obtained from Ohm's law which is given by

V
1=-R ) 1

Where, I is the current, V is the potential difference, and R is the resistance. From laws of

resistance, "e have

L
R=PA" 3.2

Wbere p is the resistivity that is the characteristic property of a metal, L is the length and

A is the cross-sectional area of the material under test (MUT). Again by the definition of

electric field, we know that the electric field, E is

33

Now putting the values from equation- 3.2 and 3.3 into equation- 3.1, we get

I=l':A
p

J.4

In general the current density is defined, a~ the curren! per unit eros,-sectional area of the

,pecimen, hence, the current density using equation-3.4, will be as:

1 E)=-=-=cr£
A P

3.5

Equation-3.5 is another form of Ohm's law, where cris the electrical conductivity, which is

again the invcrse of resistivily p. Since the dimension of resi,tivity is ohm-m, 80 Ihe

conductivity" has dimension (ohm-m rl _
Now we wanl 10 express cr in terms of the microscopic properties pertaining to Ihe

conduction electrons. These conduction electrons arc responsible for the curren! flow

under the influence of eleclric field beeaU8ethe ions are llttached to llnd vibrate aboullheir

lattice sites, They have no net translalion molion, and hence do nol contribule to the

current. For the purpo,e, let uS now treat Ihe motion of the condllction electron in an

electric field. In lhis regard we consider one typical eleclron: 'I he field exerts a force-eE

on the dcclron. There is also a frictional force due to collision of the form - m."::', v is the,
velocity of thc elee!ron and t is a constant called the colJision time,



U~ing Ne"1on's law of motion, \\ie have

dv v
m~dl ~-eE-m~-, 3.6

Where m* is the effective mass of electron. We see that the eflect orthe collision as u~ual

in friction or viscous forces tends to reduce the velocity to zero. If we consider the

d"steady-state condition for our purpose. then after putting dl ~ 0, the appropriate solution of

equation- 3.6 will be as:

"v=--E 3-7m'

This is the steady-state velocity of the electron, which is also known as terminal velocity

that arises from the friction. It is opposite to the electric field, E because the charge of

electron is negative. When a lield is applied to a metallic wire/or material under test, there

will be two different velocities associated \vith the electron. The velocity appearing in

equation-3.7 is called the drill velocity. This is superimposed on a much higher velocity or

speed, known as the random velocity that arises from the random motion of electron like

gas even in the absence of electric field. This is due to the fact that the electron~ move

about and occasionally scatter and change direction. This random motion contributes zero

current and also exists in the pre~ence of eleClric field, but in that case, there is an

additional net velocity opposite to the field, as given by equation- 3.7 "I'd and v, denote

these two velocities for distinction. Now the current density can be calculated trom

equation-3.7. Since there is a charge (-Nc) per unit volume, and since each electron has a

drift velocity given by cquation-3.7, it follows that the amount of ~harge crossing per unit

area per unit time is

,. ,_,_ er,_"erJ - -(Ne)vr -(Ne)( - -E)- --E
m* m*

3.8

Thi.' current is parallel to the electric field. E. Now comparing equation-3.5 and

equation-3,E, we get the expres~ion li,r the ~ondudivity a;,:

Ne'r"~--m' 39

From equation-3.9, it is seen that cr increases as N increases. This is reasonable because N,

the concentration, increases; there are more current carriers. The conductivity cr is

inversely proportional to m* which is also expected, since the larger m. is, the more



~Illggish the particle, and harder it is lor mov~. Th~ proportionality to 1:follows becallse T

is actually (he (ime between I\\iO consccutivc collisioos, i.~. lh~ mean free lifctimc.

Therefore thc larger T is, the more time the electron has to bc accelerated hy the field

between collisions. and hence (he large th~ drift velocity (equation-3.7), and also (he larger

(i is. The time Tis also callcd the relaxation lime. To see Ihe reason for this naming, let us

apply an eledric field to the material long cnough jor a drift velocity v.,(O) to be

established. Now Ie! (h~ field is suddenly removed at some instant Th~ drift velocity aftcr

this inslanl is governed by the following rela(ion wilh E=O as:

dv v
m.dl~-~E-m*-,

<h "orm*-=-m*-d, ,

The solulion appropriate (0 (he initial condition is now
,

v.,(t)=v.,(O)c';'-

3.10

3.11

Since (is the (ime between two succcssivc collisions, it may be expressed as:

3.12

Where I is the dislance bct\\iccn I\.vosuccessive clllli~ions and v, is the random vclocity. In

terms oflhcsc cr becomes:

Ne'la~~--
ill'V,

3.13

Let us now discuss the origin of collision time. It sccms nalllraI to aSSllm~ thai the

frictional force i, caused by Ihe collision of eleClrons with ions. According to this

particular model of collision. an electron, as it mOV~8ill Ihe lattice, collides with ions,

which has the clTecl of slowing down the electrons momentum. This mod~1 (urns OUIto be

untenahle because it leads to many points of disagr~~ment with experiment. To cite only

one: the mean free path I can be ~aklliated from equation- 3.12. tfwe substitute the value,

r =10-14s and v,= 106ms-l, \ve find that I = lo"A. Thi~ m~ans that, benveen two collisions,

!h~ electron travels a di,tanee of more than 20 times the inter.atomic distance, which one ,

would expect. But in closed.packed structures, in which atoms an:: densely packed, i( is

difficul! to see how the clectrons could travel so Jar between colii,ioI18. This paradox can

•



only be explained by tbe use of qlIantum concept. According to quantum mechanics, an

electron has a wave eharaeler. The Dc-Broglie relation gives Ihi, wavelength in the lattice:

A=_h_
m'vr

3,14

II is well known from the theory 01.wave propagalion in discrete structures that, when a

wave passes through a pcriodie lattice, it continues propagating indelinitely "ithout

scattering. The effect of atoms in the lattice is to absorb cncrgy from the wave radiate it

back, so that the net result is that the wave continues without modification in either

direction or intensity. The velocity of propagation, however, is modified. This is what

happens in the case of an electron wave in a regular lattice, except that in this case we are

dcaling with a matter wave.

3.1.1 Electrical Resistivity

In geneml, the resistivity is defined as the reciprocal of the conductivity, i.e.

1
P=(i"= a--I

Using equation- 2.9, we get the expre.<,sionIi,r the resistivity as:

3.15

3.16

We know from the interpretation that! is actually cqual to the probability of the electron
c

suftCring a scattering per unit time. Thus, if relaxation time is 1: = 1O-14S, then the electron

undergoes Wi' collisions in one secund. But "e ,aw that the electm]l undergoe, a

collision only because the lattice is not perfectly regular. Wc group thc derivations from a

perfect lattice into two classes

a. Lattiec vibrations (phonuns) of the ions around their equilibrium pO.,ilion due to

thennal excitation of the ions.

b. All static impcrfections, such as foreign impurities or crystal def"ects.

Among these the latter group wc shall take impurities as an example, Now the

probabilities of"electrons being scallered b} ph(lnons and by impurities ;lre additive, ,ince

these two me~hani~ms are assumed tu act independently. Therefore, we may write

I I I_0_'_
T 1:,," T,

3.17 •



Where the first term on the right is due to phonons and the seeond term is due 10

impurities. The former is expected to dcpend on T and the laler on impurities, but not on

'I. If wc now substilute e'luation- 3.7 into equation- 3.16, we readily find

3.18

from equalion- 3.18 it i, seen that has split into two terms: a term P, i, due to scattering by

impurities, whieh is independent of temperature, called residual resistivity. Anolher term

added to this is Ppi<arises from the scaUcring by phonon~ and therefore temperaturc

depcndent. This is called ideal re~i~livity. Furthermore, sincc crystalline defects ,erve a~

scattering centers for conduction electrons in melals, increasing their numbers raiscs the

resistivity. Thc concentralion or lhe>e imperfections depends on tcmpcrarure, composition,

and the degree of cold work of a metal '''pecimen. In fact, it has been observed

cxperimentally that lhe total resistivil} of a metal is the sum of the conlribution~ of

lhennal vibrations, impurities and plaslie delimnation; that is, tbe scattering mcehanism

acts independenlly of one another. This may bc reprcsented in mathematical form as

f01l0\\ls:

P = Pi+ Pph+ Pd(plastic deformation causcs by the magnetic annealing) 3.19

At low lemperature, scattering by phonons is negligible hecause the amplitudes of

oscillations are ~ery ~mall; in that region ~ph~ 00, Pp"~ 00 and hence P = Pi is a constant.

As temperature increases, scattering by phonons become." mOre effective and Ppn(T)

increase,; thi~ i~why p increascs. Whcn temperature become.' ~ufficiently large, scattcring

by phonons dominates and f>=Pph(T).In the high-temperature region. pp,,(T) increa~e~

linearly with temperalure The part of p which is indcpcndcnt of lemperalure is called

Malthie>sen rule. From cquation- 3.19, it is expected that p, is proportional to the impurity

eoncenlration N;. Resisti~ity linearly increases \vilh lemperature up to the melting point

'Of the case ofpurc clement.

3.2 Magnctorcsistance

The magnctoresistance refers 10 the change in electrical resistance of a specimen in

response to thc magnctic field applied 10 the >pecimen externally. ]he resistance change

OCCurSwith the magnetic field when the field is sufficient enough to change the orientation

'"



oI' lhe electron~ oI'the atoms. In that case the path of the electron bccomes curvcd and do

not go exactly in the direction of the superimpO'.ed electri~ Jield. The change of orientation

of the atomic clcctrons occurs such that the conduction electron lind more mean free path

with less number of collision with the atomic ions and the atomic electrons, then lhe

resistance decreases other wise it increases or remain constant. When the rcsistance of a

material changes with the application of lhe magnetic field lhen the material is said to have

the magnetorcsistance. The magnetoresistance usually expressed in percentage and is

calculated by the following way

MR%= R(B)-R(O) x 100"/0
R{O)

3.20

Where, R(B) is thc resistance in presenee of magnetic field and R(O) is the resislanee in

ab~enee "fmagne!ic field.

All metals show some MR, but up to only a few pereent. Nonmag,netie metals such as Au,

exhibits small MR, but the magnilude i, somewhat greater (up to 15%) in ferromagnetic

metals such as Fe and Co. The semimetal Bi also shows ~18% MR in a tran~verse field of

O.6T ".hich rises to a 40fold change at 24T [I]' Cu is more typical in thc same very

powerlill Jield (24T) gives rise 10 change of only ~2% at room temperature. This is the

classieal positive magnetoresistance that varies a, Bl (B=applied magnetic lield) in half

metallic ferromagnets such as er02, Fe]04 at low temperature [2J. It is absent in the free

electron gas [3] but appears when the tenni surlaee is nOn sphericaL This MR originates

from the impact of the Lorentz force On the moving charge carriers similar to the Hall

EneCL Us value is -10% al lOT. A classification ofmagnetoresis!ance phenomenon is

based on the distinction familiar in magnetism between intrinsic composition and purity

and extrinsic properlie, onhe sample.

Thc phenomenology oI' lhe magnetmesistance effect is similar to tha! of magneto stricti on.

This effect can be classified into two categories: one is the part, whieh depends On lhe

intensity of spontaneous magnetiLalion thaI c{)rre~ponds to the volume magne!Ostriction.

The second is that change caused by the rotation of spontaneous magnetization, which

eorre'ponds [0 the u>ual magne!ostriction. Molt interpreted this phenomenon in terms of

the scattering probabilil} orlh~ conduction eJectrollS into 3d holes. If the substance is in a

ferromagnetic ~lale, half or lhe 3d shell h filled up, so lhal lhe seaUering of"4s electrons

imo the plusd state of 3d shell is forbidden. This scattering is however, permitted in a

nonmagnetic state in which both the plus spin state and the minus spin state of the upper

,



3d levels are vacant, Mott explained the temperature variation of resistivity fairly well by

this model Kasuya interpreted this phenomenon from a standpoint quite different Ii-om

Mott theory. Hc considered that d electrons are localized at the lattice points and interact

with the conduction elcctrons through the exchange interaction. At OaK the potential for

the conduction electron is periodic, because the spin of 3d electrons of all the lattice points

point in the same direction. At finite tempcrature, spins of 3d electrons are thermally

agitated and the thennal motion may break the pcriodicity of the potentiaL The 4s

electrons arc scattercd by an irregularity of the periodic potential which results in

addi tional resistivity. Kasuya postulatcd that the temperature dependence of the resistivity

of ferromagnetic mctal is composed 01' a monotonically increasing pan due to lattice

vibration and an anomalous pan due to magnctic scattering, the magnitude of the later

being explaincd by this theof)'. The effect of high temperature has been trcated in two

difTerent approaches. Thc first approach is given by Harris el. al. [4] considers a constant

exehangc interaction between magnetic atoms and a random distribution of the local

allisotropy field is eonsidcrcd which changes with temperature. The other approach is to

eonsidcr a distribution of exchange integral is assumed in order to take into aeeount the

fluctuation in the amorphous alloys as taken by Handrich [5]. Both the approaches arc

unrealistic and in fact no rigorous theory of the high temperarnre behavior for ammphous

material has been deveh'ped. We have determined the expcrimcntal powcr law ti-om the

temperature variation of magnetization in the high temperature range.

3.3 Impedance and the phases

Electrical impedanee. or simply impedance, describe, a measure of opposition to a

sinusoidal alternating currcnt (AC). Electrical impedance extends the concept of resistance

to AC eireuits, describing n<>tonly the relative amplitudes ofthc voltagc and current but

also the relative phases. 1n general impcdance is a complex quantity and the term complex

impedance may he used interchangeably; the polar form conveniently capturt" both

magnitude and phase characteristics,

~
Z=Zew 3.21

where the magnitude gives the ehangc in voltage amplitude Ii,r a given current amplitude,

while the argument gives the phasc differenee between voltage and current. In Cartesian

Jarm,

~
Z=R+,X 3.22

••



where the real part of impedance is the resistance and the imaginary part is the reactance.

Dimensionally, impedance is thc same as resistancc. And hence thc impedance is regarded

a, the total resistance that a specimen shows. It is the total contribution from normal

resistance. indudive reactance and capacitive reactance. The first one is frequency

independent and the latter two are treq lIency dependent. The impe<lance is calclilated as

Z=)R'+X'+X'c , 3.23

Where R is the normal resistance, Xc; is the capacitive reactance and XL is the inductive

reactance. The term impedance was coined by Oliver fleaviside in July 1886. Thc Slunit

is thc ohm,

3.4 1nductive Reactance

Rcactancc is the imaginary part of impedance, a mea;,ure of opposition to a sinusoidal

alternating current. Reactance arises from thc prcsencc of inductancc and capacitance

elYect in the solid, ,md i, denoted by the symbol, the Sl unit is the ohm. When there is no

capacitivc cffcct thc thc rcactancc solely comes from indllctance eJTect. With the

application of a linear magnetic field to any substancc, creates a circular current inside the

sllbstance. And thaI circular currenl provi<les a kind of resistance to the linear flow of

further charges through thc substance. This resistance is known as inductive reactance.

The inductive readance is calculated by

x = 2-iT, ',"

Where f is the frequcncy and L is a constant known as inductancc.

The Physical significance of the indudive reactance

3.24

Determining the voltagc-current relationship requires knowle<lge of bOlh the resistance

an<lthe re<lc(ance. The reactance on its O\VIlgives only limited physical information about

an electrical component:

I. The value of the reactance is a lower limit on the magnitude of the impedancc

2, A positive reactance implies that the pha8e of the voltage lead5 the phase of the

currcnt, while a ncgativc reactancc implies that the phase of the voltage lags the

phm;e of the current



3. A reactance of zero implies the current and voltage are in pha,e (the only

situalion in which a specific value for the either the magnitude or phase or lhe

impedance can he determined ",ilh knowledge of only the reactance) and

conversely if the reaclance is non->'ero lhen there is a phase difference between

the voltage and current

3.5 Inductance

When there is an arrangement of circulating current, a constant, called indudance, which

exists between change in currenl and the flw< linkage through the circulating current.

3.6 Permeability

Permeability is the degree of magnetization of a material that responds linearly 10 an

applied magnetic field. Magnetic permeability is represenled by lhe symbollJ.. This tenn

Viascoined in September. 1885 by Oliver Heaviside.

In Sl units, penneabilily i8 measured in henrys per metre. or newtons per ampere sqLJared.

The constant value !-!<J is known as the magnetic eon,lant or the penneability of vacuum.

The penneablity can be given as

B
P"-

H
3.25

\l,ihere, B is the magnetic flux density produced b} the magnetizing force H.

,
Saturation

The slope of the line that is
tangent to the B-H curve at this
point is used to determine a
materials maximumpermeability

H

MagnetizingForce

Figure_3.1, B-H Curve Illustratesthe procedure to determine the permeability

•



It is elear that this equation above describes the slope of the curve at any point 00 the

hysteresis loop, The maximum permeability i, the point where the slope of the B-H eurve

for un-magnetized material is the greatest. This point is ol1en taken <ISthe point where a

straight line from the origin is tangent to the BlH curve. The relative perme<lbility IS

defined as the mho of the material" permeability to the permeability in free space.

3.26

Where,II, =4JrxIO-' Him

The measmement of permeability has sib'llificant role to detect hard magnctic materials as

well as soft magnetic materials. For hard magnetic materials, the value of the relative

permeability is low that in tum leads to have high coercive field. On the other hand, the

high pcrmeability is the indication of soil m<lgnetiematerials that in turn leads to have low

coercive field.

The above disenssion on permeability is only considering the application of static lield,_

The dynamic response of the magnetic domains to the external field determincs the

complex permeability. The value ofeomplex permeability provides the information about

the inertia of the domains, their di,tribulioo and mutual coupling. rhe phase lag between

the applied field and the respnnse ofmagnetie domains deternline the real 1-1' and imaginary

I'" part, "rthe comple~ permeability.

As the desirable properties for soft magnetic materials are high permeability and low loss

so we have to consider the lo,se, and resonance, which affect thc permeability of soft

magnetic materials in various ranges of frequencies. If a magnctie material is magneti7ed

by the alternating m<lgnetic field, H = Hop'''' . thm magnetic flux den~ity of R i~ generally

dela}ed by the phase angle 5 because of the presence of lo~s and is thus expressed as

B = Bue /''''-'' _The penneability is then will be a complex one and can be e"pres>ed as:

= II - jp 3.27

where, ,Lt' i, the real part "hich is actually the energy storage part and 1-1" is the imaginary

part which is called loss factor, This complex permeability is then related to m'o different



magneti7ing mechanisms. One is the spin rotational magnctization and thc other IS the

domain wall motion. In order to ~xplain, we can consid~r the hysteresis loop, which is the

magnetization trace owing to the aUemating magnetic field, applied lo lh~ ~ampJe. This

hysteresis implies the existence of energy losses in the system and these lo~~~ is

proportional to the ar~a of the loop.

3.7 Heat Diffusivity

The rate at which the material bar gets heated in the transient heat transfer prohlem b~fore

reaching of the ~teady ,\ate depends not only on the thermal conductivity but also on the

thermal capacity and consequently is dirferent ror dill"renl material~. The rat~ at ,,,hich

th~ l~mperature of any part of the bar changes is determined by a quantity whieh has been

called heat ditTusivity or thermal diffusi"ily by Lord Kelvin and thermometric

eonducti"ity by Max"'eIL If s denotes the specific heat and p thc density (mass per unit

volume) oflhe material of the bar, then th~ heat diffusi"ity (D) of the bar is gi"en by

D = Thermal Conductivily
Thermal Capacity per unit volume

KI.e. D=-
p,

3.28

rhe diffusivity is a measure of how quickly a body can change its temperature, it

increases with the ability of a body to eonduel heat ami it incr~aM' wilh th~ amount of

heal needed to change th~ l~mp~ratlU~ of a body (s). The higher the thermal diffusivity,

the fasl~r the heat propagation. It Ims the dimension length'/time and has units of em' ~.l.

For common rock material. K = 10-' em's". A high thermal dinusi"i!y inhibils c()nv~ction.

All the three quantities on the righl hand sid~ of ~quation 3.28 as well as the thermal

diffllSil'ity can be runclion ()ft~mperature.

3.8 Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA)

DTA means the differential thermal analysis. Differential thermal analysis is the process

of accurately measuring: the difference of lemperarurc in between the test sample and the

reference when both are b~ing heated or c()ol~d al th~ Same rat~ und~r, identical

environment Differellces in temperature between the test sample and reference may arise,



",hen physical or chemical changes take place in the test material. The change of

temperatures are observed either by endotbermic or exothermic peak as a flmction of time

or temperature. These changes may due to dehydration, transition from one crystalline

variety to another, destruction of crystalline lattice, oxidation, hydrogenation, mel (ing and

boiling of the materials etc. Hence reference is nsed as a baseline which is thermally stable

and unreactive i.e. no reaction can take place with in the ref. sample.

3.8.1 The endothermic and exothermic reactions

Reaelions are accompanied by the absorption of heat is knOVvllas endothermic process or

reactions. Reactions of this type require a eontinuolJ.\ supply of energy from the outside to

keep them going. for example, the decomposition of potassium chlorate into potassium

eWoride and oxygen will take place only so long as the compound is heated from outside.

Similarly, the reaction of hydrogen and iodine to from hydro-iodie acid takes place with

absorption of heat.

e,g. H,+ I.
C +2S

2m
CS2

1.2 kcal.

t.5 kcal.

The compounds which are formed by endothermic reactions, such hydrogen peroxide,

H20, and hydro-iodie acid, HI, are thermally unslable. Thi, means that the internal

energies of lhe molecules of 1.1,02 and HI tend to break the bonds holding the atom,

togethe,'.

3.8.2 Exothermic reaction

The reactions which are accompanied by the evolution of heat, is known as lhe exothermic

reaction. Exothermic reaction may proceed in the absence of any supply of energy from

outside. The burning of magnesium. carbon, methane, etc, in air, are all exothermic

reactions,

e.g. c + Cal + 97 kcal.

2Mg + 2MgO + 148 keal.

Thus, carbon will continue to burn in oxygen with the evolution of heat until the supply of

carbon or oxygen is exhausted. H may be noted here that compounds which are fonned by



highly exothermic reactiol15. such as carbon dioxide, magnesium oxide, are slable towards

heat. These arc said to be thermally stable. This mean, that a very high temperature is

reqllired to separate them inio their component clements.

3.8.3 Peak Area, Peak Temperature, Effect of heating rate

When no reaction occurs in the .'pecimen then no temperature difference behveen the

specimen and the reference sample is observed but as soon as a reaction commences the

~pecimen becomes hotter or cooler than the inerl material and a peak develops on lhe

ellTve for temperarure difference againsl lime (1.\Tit) or temperature ('"TiT).

A ,
.-'-.

Baseline

,
, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,

'.'c

P... --_.- ..

Figure 3.2. The DTACllrveexplanation

Along the line All the dirJerence is zero since no reaction is occurrmg but at B an

endothermic reaction ,tarl, and gives rise to the peak BCD ".ith its minimum at C, where,

the rate of heat absorption by the reaction is equal to the difference between the rate of

supply of heat to the .~pecimenand to the inert materiaL

Peak area (BC x DE) is proporlional to the amount of reacling maleriaL The distance BD

is Llsllallyreferred as the peak width and the distance EC as lhe peak height or amplirude.

The area enclosed by the peak has to be accurately determined for quantitative work. In

this method two tangents are drawn on both sides of the peak and a slraight line AB joined

the points of langency. The area enclosed by ABC f(llmed the peak area.

•
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Figure 3.3: OTA peak analysis

3.8.4 Peak area function

It is convenient 10 introduce a limclion.

"W(p) = f{T-T(p,r)}dl

Where at the quasi-steady Slale (i.e. no reaction begins in the time t<to the assembly which

attains a quasi-steady state), the temperature is given by

T=fit-fp

Ami tl is a time sufficiently long atter lhe completion of the reaction for the <;yslemto

have returned 10the quassi-steady state. We shan call W (he peak area function.

"W(p) = f(fil - f(p) - T(p,t)}dl

If areas helow the base line arc regarded as p",ilive and those above negative, the peak

area IS

f{(4\TJo - (M')}dt

"
= JI-f(p,)+ /(p,)-T(p,r)+T(p"I)}dr

by (~T)u= T(p,J - T(p,)

= - f\.pil + f{p2)

" "
= fUil - 1(1',) - T(p"I)}dr - Jlfit- ((1',) - T(p,l)}dl

" "
= W{p,)-I¥(p,)

" •
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The peak area W(P,) - W(P21i;proportional to the heat ofreac[;un per unit volume oflhe

tesl sample.

The peak area is thus independent or (a) the heating rate, provided that it is linear; (b) the

rate at which the reaction taken place; (e) the specific heat of the test sample. !t does,

however, depend on the ~onductivities ofrha test sample and 01'the other materials in the

lurnace and on the conductance between the surface afrhc block and the f'Lmace "alL

3.8.5 Effect of heating rate

Peak area increases with mpid change of temperature (i.e. rale ofhea/jng). Peak shape

change with finer particle size (0 mme reaction centers, The random stacking of the layers,

coupled \vith disruption cUClsed by removal of inter layer water, would be expected to

expose more nudei to dchydration at any moment for a given weight of mineral a, slow

heating rate rcduces the sharpness of the peaks unduly and very fast rates tend to cause

over lapping of neigh boring reactions.

3.8.6 Transition state

A eh~mical reaction is presumably a continuous process involving a gradual transition

from reactanb to produce an arrangement of atoms at an intermcdiatc stage of reaction as

though it is an actual moleelll~. This intermediate structure is call~d the transition state.

The rcaction sequences are as follow.

R~aetants ---~ •. Transition state ---.1 Products

4.H is the difference in energy content beNiecn reactants and products, so E"" is the

ditTer~nce in cncrgy content betw~en reactant and transition state.

3.8.7 Activation Energy E",

The minimum amount of energy that must be provided by a collision tilr reaction to occur

is called the aclivation energy. It is denoted by E.1",. When heat is liberated, the heat

content enthalpy H of the molecules them selves must de~rea8e, the change in heat

content. L'lhis therefore given a negative sign. (In the case of an endothermic reaction,

where heal i8 absorbed. thc increase in heat ellnt~nt of the molecules is indicated by a

positive 4.H)
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Figure 3.4: Adlvatlon energy for a reaction to start In DTA expenment

3.8.8 Change of Phase

A change of pha.~e or phase change occurs when a crystalline solid becomes liquid Or

when a liquid becomes a vapor, or when the reverse of either of the~e processes takes

place.

3.8.9 The latent heat in phase changes

During a change of phase, heat is either absorbed or given out hy the material undergoing

the change without any alternation in the temperature. We thus define the latent heat of

fusion as the amount of heat required to convert unit mas., of solid into liquid at the

transition temperature (the same amount of hea! i, given out in the reVetslOn proces,). The

latent heat of vaporization is the amount of heat required to convert lmit mass of liquid

into vapor at the transition temperature and the :.ame amount is given out when the vapor

condenses,

3.8.10 Entropy and Disorder

Entropy may be defined in term., of the degree of disorder or randomness of a system.

Solid ery:.!alline has the regularity and symmetry of the distribution of the atoms which

are arranged in an ordered way over large di,!ances. They are said to have "Iong range.'

order.



Jt can be Seen lhat at each phase change there i~ an increa,e in the randomness of the

~toms and a cnrrespon<ling increases in the entropy, when heat is supplied at such a

temperarurc thai a pha5e ch~nge doe, not take place (T;tT Ror Tm).

The mcrease in entropy is a,soeiated with the increa:>e in temperature of the substance.

Thi, again represents an increase in the randomness of the atoms, which are then subject

to greater thermal agitation. In general an increase in entropy is a~80ciated Vvith an

increa,e in diwrder.

From a thermodynamic poinl of view, the effect of pre,suTC is olien ~ompetitive with that

oftempemlure. In general, an increase in temperature tends to melt a solid and produce a

less ordered systcm, while an increa8e in pressure tends to maintain an ordered phase. This

creates the pos-,ihility that an isotropic liquid pha,e of carbonizing system may be

favorably transformed, under pre.,sure, into an optically anisotropic liquid cryptaL

TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLER

O°CReference Junction

RECORDER

X

DC AMPLIFIER
y

Figure 3.5: A Schematic diagram of the DTA assembly.



3.8.11 Experimental set~upof the DTA apparatus

• DTA as>embly consists of a sample bolder to place the >amp1e.

• Thermocouples for measuring temperatures,

• A furnru;e to heat the sample

• A program controUer to heat the sample at a uniform rate.

• And a recorder for registering the temperature difference between the sample

and the reference materia!.

3.8.11.1 Sample Holder

Sample holder may be different <;iIeand shape and made of different materials. The most

important prerequisite is that the sample holder should not itself undergo any thermal

transfomlation and should not interact with the sample.

Usually the ,>ampleholder contains two cavities, one for housing the sample and the other

for the refercnce material. Several materials have been used to make the sample holder.

These materials may be, sintered alumina, filscd quart~, Vycor glass, Porcelain, Silica,

Zirconia, beryllia, graphite. Pyrophylil<:, Nickel, Platinum, Crucible, :.ilvcr, Aluminum,

inconel, Stainless Steel, depending on the temperature range,

3.8.11.2 Thermocouples

Thermocouple is used as a temperature mea,uring device. It measures the differential

temperature as well a, the temperature of the reference material or of the fiJrnaee The emf

of the thcrmo couple should he almost linear with respect to the changing tempcrature.

Depending On the diff-temperature range,>there arc various types of thermo eouplc lISed.

• A ehromel-alumal thermo couple upto 1200"C

• A Copper-constantan thermo couple from -185 to 370'C

• Platinum-platinum + 10% Rhodoum upto 1480T

• Tungsten-molybdenum upto 2200"C

• Tungsten-graphite upto 2400'(

• Tungsten-tungsten + 26% rhenIum upto 2850"C

• A graphite-tantalum carbide upto 3000"C

Thermo couples are connected is series fonll and what is knm,n as a thermopile this

method may be used to increase the electromotive force of a thcrmo couple.



The accuracy of the OTA interpretation is very much dependent on the mcasuring

tcmperatme. The quantitative OTA requires calibration with substances that have known

the latent hcats of fusion. Various substances have been sugge,ted for calibration.

3.8.11.3 Furnace

Furnaces are either ofverlical or horizontal type. They arc usually tuldar and halted by

resistance dements. Various types of heating element~ are used for temperatures up to

2800'C

3.8.11.4 TemperatlU"eController

A tempcratme controller is used just to control the temperature of the furnace. In an

automatic method the voltage input to the healing dement is controlled by a variable

transformcr through a synchronous motor.

3.8.11.5 Recorder

Various types of recorder are lL,ed for registering the differential temperature. In the

earlier studics the differential temperature "as recordcd by a sensitive galvanometer or

wa, automatically recorded on a photographic paper attached to a rotaling drum. Pointer

of sensitive galvanometer & photographic dram are rolating perpendicular to each other.

Most of the commercial recorders available to day usc c!cctronic potentiometric recorders

that simultaneou.ly record the dilTerential as well as the lemperature of thc relerenee

material.

:;. A DC Amplifier i~ used to amplify the differential signal before feeding to the

recordcr.

3.9 Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA)

The thermo Gravimetric analysi, (TGA) are orten called TG% and been done

with the expcriment ofDTA at thc same time to compare the result of OTA and

TG% to find out morc accurately what happened in the test material at eaeh

rising tempcrature,. The TG% mean, the mass loss Or mass gain at different

temperatures often calculated at percentages. The TG% resulL~are usually shown in

graphical mood in whieh the temperature or time is plotted against mass change in

percentage. When any reaction occurs, the reaction may be endOlhermic or exothermic



may also associated with ma'SSchange due to evaporation of fundamental element from the

sample or may be thc mass gain dlle to new formation of compo lind. Thc 'IG% peak helps

to analyze the DTA curves morc accundely,

3.10 Differential Thermo Gravimetric (DTG)

DTG calculates the rate of mass change at any temperature with respect tll the differcntial

change of temperature or time at that tempcrarnre. This calculation is done in a,sociation

with a TG% analy~is, lt is done for the following reason. Some time in IG% curve, there

may be one pcak due to t"o or more successive reactions that happens with in a very short

timc interval and that cannot be detected with the TG peak. TG% gives one peak for very

close suecessivc reactions. On the other hand the DIG peaks arc so useJiJl tool that it can

diffcrentiate very clearly that closed reactions with giving separate peaks for each of the

sllccessive reactions.

TnDIG analysis the ~; is plottcd again.,t Temperature T or time t in the othcr axis. At

the peak the raIl' of mass loss/gain h maximum, Thc area under the DTG peak is

proportional to the m""s change dm. Height of the peak at any time or tempcrature

indicates the rate of mass change at that tempcrature.

3.11 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Electron microscopy takcs advanlage of the wave naturc of rapidly moving clectrons,

Where visible light has wavelengths Jrom 4,000 to 7.000 Angstrom~, electrons

accelerated to 10,000 keY havc a wavelenglh of 0,12 Angstroms. Optical microscopes

!-laVCtheir resolution limited by the diffraction of light to about 1000 diameters

magnification Electron microscopes, so far, are limiled to mognifications of around

1.000,000 diameter,. primarily because of 'pherical and chromatic aberrations.

Scanning clectron microscope resolutions are currently limited to around 25

Angstroms, thOligh. for a variety of reasons.

The scanning elcctron microscope gcnerates a beam of clectrons in a vacuum. That

beam is collimated by electromagnetic condcnser len,es, focused by an objccti~e lens,

and scanned across thc surface of the sample by electromagnetic deflection coils. The

primary imaging method is by collccting ,econdary electrons that are relea>ed by the

sample. The secondary clectrons are detected by a scintillation male rial that produces



flashes of light from the electron", The light fbshes are then detected and amplified by

a photomultiplier tube.

By correlating the sample scan position with the resulling :.ignal, an image can bc

formed that is strikingly similar to what would bc secn through an optical microscope.

The illumination and shado\\'ing show a quite natural looking surface topography.

There are other imaging modes available in the SEM. Specimcn current imaging u:.ing

the intensity of the eledrical current induced in the specimen by thc illuminating

electron beam to produce an image. It can often be used to ,how subsurface defects.

Backscatter imaging uses high encrgy electrons that emerge nearly 180 degrees from

the illuminating beam dircction. Thc backscatter electron yield is a functi(ln of the

averagc atomic number of each point on the sample, and thus can givc compositional

information.

Scanning electron microscopes are often coupled with x-ray analyscs. The energetic

electron beam - sample interactions generate x-rays that arc characteristic of the

elements pre:.ent in the sample. Many other imaging modcs arc available that provides

specialized information.

3.11.1 Working Function of SEM

The "Virtual Source" at the top represents the electron gun, producing a stream of

monochromatic electrons.

(a) The stream is condensed by the first condenser lens. This lens is uscd to both

form the beam and limit the amount of currcnt in the beam. It works in

conjunction with the condenser aperture to eliminate the high-angle electrons

from the beam

(b) The beam is thcn constricted by the condenser aperture, eliminating some

high-angle electron:.

(c) Thc second condenser lens fon", the electrons into a thin, tight, cohercnt

beam and is usually controlled by thc "fine probc eurrcnt knob"

(d) A uscr selectable objective aperture further eliminates high-angle electrons

from the beam

(e) A set of coils then "scan" or "swecp" the beam in a grid fa~hion (like a

television). d'Welling on points for a period of time determined by the sean

speed (usually in the microsecond range)



(f) The iinal1ens, the objective, focuscs the scanning heam onto the part of the

spccimen desired.

(g) When the beam strikes thc sample (and dwells l'or a rew microseconds)

interactions OCCurin,ide the sample and are detccted with various instrumenh

(h) Before the beam moves to its next dwell point these instruments count the

number of intcractions and display a pixel on a CRT whose intensity IS

detennined by this number (thc more rcactions the brighter the pixel).

(i) This process is repeated until thc grid scan is I1ni,hed and then repeated. the

entire pattern cun he >canned 30 times per sccond.

EIKtron liUn

Anoel ••

Speelman

Fig _3.6: Schematic diagram of an SEM

SEMs are patterned aftcr Reflccting Light Microscopes and yield ~imilar information



3.11.2 Topography

The surface features of an object or "how it looks", its texlure; delectable features

limited to a few nanometers

3.11.3 Morphology

The shape, size and arrangement of the particles making up the object that are lying

on the ,urfaee of the sample or have been exposed by grinding or chemical etching;

detectahle features limited to a few nanometers

3.11.4 Composition

rhe clements and compounds the sample is composed of and their relalive ratios, in

areas - I micromcter in diameter

3.11.5 Crystallographic Information

The arrangement of atoms in the specimen and their degree of order; only useful On

single cry~tal particles >20 micrometers.

3.12 Working Principle of Vibrating Sample Magnctometer (VSM)

The vibrating sample magnetometer has become a widely used instrument for determining

magnetic propertie~ of a large variety of materials: diamagnetic, paramagnetic,

ferromagnetic and antifelTomagnetie. It has a flexible design and combines high sensitivity

with easy of sample mOunling and exchange, Samples may be inlerchange mpidly even at

any operaling temperature. Measurements of magnetic moments as ,mall a, 5x I0.5 emu

are possible in magnetic field, from zero to 4 Tesla. Maximum applied fields of 2-3 Tesla

are reached USlllg conventional laboratory eleetromagnels. Vibrating ,ample

magnelometers normally operate over a temperalure range 01'20 to 1050 K.

Principlc:

If a sample of any material is placed in a uniform magnetic field, created benveen the

poles of a electromagnet, a dipole moment will be induced. If the sample vibrates with

sinusoidal motion a sinusoidal electrical signal can be induced in suitable placed pick-up

coils. rhe signal has the same frequency of vibration and its amplitude will be



proportional to the magnetic moment, amplirude, and relative position with respect to the

pick-up coil8 system,

loCk In In109",1109
Amplifier Amplifier

Tuned
Arnplofie,Difie",nti"

Amplifier

HV Asnpllfier

R.r>go
Attonuaror

Pick up cOil

Sampling
Holder -...

FI""OCap,,,,or/-
PI.le

Fig. 3.7 Block diagram of Vibrating Sample Magnetometer.

The ~al1lplei~ fixed to a small ,ample holder located at the end of a ,ample rod mounted in

a electromechanical transducer. The transducer is driven by a power amplifier which itself

is driven by an oscillator al a frequency of 90 Hertz. So, lhe sample vibrates along the Z

axis perpendicular to the magnetizing Held. The latter induced a signal in the pick-up coil

system that is fed to a difTerenlial amplifier. The output of the differential amplifier i~

subsequently fed into a luned amplifier and an internal lock-in amplifier that receive~ a

refercnce signal ~upplied by the oscillator. The output of this lock-in amplifier, or thc

output of the magnetometer itself, is a DC ~ignal proportional to the magnelic moment of

the sample being studicd, The electromechanical transducer can mOve along X. Y and Z

directions in ordcr to tind the ~addle point (which Calibration of the vibrating sample

magnetometer is done by measuring the signal of a pure Ni standard of kno",'ll the

saluralion magnetic moment placed in the saddle point.



Chapter Four

Experimental Techniques
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4.1 Techniques for DC electrical measurement with magnetic field

There are various types of electrical methods fi,r reshtivit}/eonduetivity measurements.

Oul oi'the,e, 2-probe and 4-probe methods are widely used in measurements.

4.1.1 DC electrical resistivity: 2- probe aud 4-probc method

The electrical conductivity is a technologically important parameter. There are IWOsimple

types of specimen and electrode arrangement~ that are basic to volume resistivity

measurements:

• One i~ a rectangular or cylindrical block with electrodes on the ends.

• The other is like thaI u~ed for dielectric measuremclllS where electrode.'. are

applied to either side of a thin disk.

The laler is more appropriate for high resistivity measmement. l[] both cases, the volume

resistivity is related 10the measured resistance R between thc electrodes by

RAp~- 4.1r
where A and L are the cross-sectional area and the length or thieknes~ of the specimen

between the elcetrodes respectively. A main problem is that of contact resistance.

Somehow we must connect electrodes between the sample and thc cxternal circuit and this

involves the making "contact"' to the _ample. COlltact~arc notorious sources of, resistance

(and noise). Moreover, a, the COl1tact involves an interface between two dis~imilar

material>, its I-V characteristics are frequently nonlinear, i.e .. it may not be ohmic. Any

elTect of contact re~i~tance should bc avoidcd; provided that the COl1tactre~i~tance i~much

smaller than that of inpllt resislancc of the voHmeler. For accurate measurement the

contael resistance may also reduced by pointing electrodes dircctly onto the smface ,,[Ihe

specimen ins lead of relaying on pressure contact wilh metal plates or foils. Suitable point,

are silver disper~ion or aquadag (an aqucous dispersion or colloidal graphite).

for the mea~uremenl> or high resistivity. the main problem is the leakage "r current and

"ne can overcome this problem to a large extent by the u,e of an extra guard electrode on

the specimen. The standard way to separate out the sample resislance rrom the contact

resistance is to usc a 4-tcrmlnal potentiometric methods as in fig-4.1. By separating the

currenl contacts from !he voltage contacts we are able to distinguish the sample resistance



from that of the contact> and connecting electrodes. Let a uniform current den~ity j is

established throughout tile conductor by a hattery connected to the outer electrodes. If the

electric field E is determined by measuring the potential drops L'I V across t\vo inner

electrodes ,eparation the resistivity is given by

j
j A

P.=E=L',V

8<

4.2

1\'0"1,if the conductor i, not of uniform cross-sectional area, but instead, had some narrow

regions and some wider regions, thi~ expres,ion no longer holds. In genera!, the measured

resislance is some weighted average of the resistivity over the volume or lhe conductor.
~~

The "weighting" is determined by the square of the currcnt dcnsity, j.j

I

II
E ,v

A

Fig 4.1: Circuilshowing a four.probe resistance measurement

When eurrenl enters a conductor through a point contact, the current density in the sample

immediately under the contact is very largc [I]. "Downstream" the CUTTentquickly spreads

and at the exit contact, thc currcnt again musl "Crcmd" into the point contact. The

"etfcetive" sample re,htance (even if it did not includc electrode and contact interface

resistanccs) it is not simply p(LlA), due to the non-uniform current dcnsity. Even if we are

willing to integrate the weighting function, it is critieallv sensitive to the exact contact

area, which is hard to determine.

The problem is avoided with a rour-probe measurement like that Fig, 4.1. Thc situation at

the current contacts has not improved. The improvement comes in lhat we rnea~ure the

voltage drop "downstream" where the current density has become uniform. Now the
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resislance may be used to calculate the sample resistivity using the separation di,tance of

the voltage probes for L.

There is one other important kind of four-probe resistivity measurement that we will find

useful. Thi$ involves setting four eqtmlly ~paced point contacts down on the surface of a

"large" conduc!llr, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Let 'a' be the probe spacing and 'h' be the sample

thickness. We assume that the sample is infinite (i.e., its horizontal dimensions are much

larger than the probe spacing). A knO"ll current I is injected through the sample via the

ol.lter two probes, and the voltage drop'" V is measured between the inner Iwo probes. We

may con,;ider two cases:

(i) the sample is infmitcly thick (i.e., h »ll), and

(ii) the sample is infinitely thin (i.e" h «a),

Fig 4.2: Four.probe method for measuring sheet resistance

Now Ie! us try to visualize the current-density lines for thi, situation, Lines of 7 look

much like tile electric 11ekllines for a dipole in 3-dimensions for ca,e I, and 2 dimen,ions

for case 2. Current enter, the sample at the currcnt contacts and quickly spreads.
-,

Underneath the ~oltage contacts, the Jines of j arc determined, not by the nature or the

contacts, but by the dimensionality of the conductor. For these tv.'o cases, the appropriate

integrals have been pcrfonned to give the sample resistivity in term~ ofl and 8 V.



The results are:

h<<a:

h»a:
,v

p = 21!U{-)
/

4.3

4.4

For the two dimensional case, the quantity pib (v,'hich has units of ohms) is called the

two-dimensional resistivity, sheet resistance, or resi"tance-per-square. In many thin film

applications, one does not know the film thickness or resistivity only the sheet resistance.

The result is independent of the electrode area if the "ize of the contacts is much smaller

than the inner-electrode spacing. The 4-point probe measurements are very reliable and

they have been used extensively.

The technique has limitations, however, for as more highly resistive materials are

examined, the point contacts are incapable of supplying currents that arc high enoligh to

make 8V readily measurable. Furthermore. neces"ary input resistance of the voltmeter,

which must be greater than the re,i"tance between the two ilmer probes, become very

higb. The practical upper limit of resistivity that can be measured by the 4-point probe

tedmique is about 10&a-cm.

4.1.2 The Van der Pauw method

The Van der Pauw method is a techni,!"" for doing 4-probe resistivity and Hall efTect

measurements [4.2]. [n eSSenCeit provides all easy way to measure.

• Sbeet resistivity/ conductivity

• Hall voltage

• Hall mobility

From this one can conclude:

• The resistance/conductance provided the thickness of the sample is knovm

• Sheet carrier density provided the thickne>s of the sample is kno\\n

The contacts are on the boundary on the surface. The advantages of this method also

inelude its I,m cost and simplicity. rhe Van der Pauw technique can be used on thin

sample of material and the 4 contacts can be placed anywhere on the perimeteriboundary.

provided certain conditions arc met as given hereunder:

••••



• The contacts should be On the boundary of the sample (or very dose to the

boundary as possible)

• The contact should bc sufficiently ~mall (or as close as possible)

• The sample is to be homogeneous and Ihin relative to thc other dimen~ions.

• The sllrrace of the sample is to be singly cormected, i,e., the sample does not

have isolated holes.

Fig. 4.3 shows the four contacts on the circumference ofthc disc shaped (irregular shaped)

sample. For a fixed temperature, we define resistance RA~.("D as the potential ditTerence is

V" -Vc belween the contacts D and C per unit current IAH through the contacts A and B.

The current cnters the sample through the conlaet A and leaves it through the eonlact B.

FIg 4.3: The four electrical contacts Onthe circumference of the rectangular shaped samples,

Then

4.5

Analogously we deline:

4.6

Van der Pauw method is based On Ihe theorem that between RAB,CD and RBC,DA there exists

the simple relation:

mI mI
exp(--RAB ",) + exp( -- R,"-,LH) = 1

p' P'
4.7

where d is Ihe thickness of the lmiform disc shaped sample ami r is the resistivity of the

materia!. If d and the resistances ~~,Ll} and RBC,DA are known, then in Eq. 4.7, P is the

only unknov.m quantity.

•



4.2 lmpednnee nnd permeability measurement

Fnr the measurement of Impedance and Permeability. Agilenl4294A (frequcncy 75 KH7.

to ItO MHz) impedan<:e llnnlyz.cr has bc'cn used. This impedance WUllyzerhas different

mooes for different measurements. For the impedance measurement the analyzer WM

eonrtei:lcd 10 a impedance measurement tesl he",d and for the measuremenl of lhe

permellbility WId inductance the 1lI1lI1>=rwas connected 10 a magnetic malerililtest head.

In all cases the antllyur "ith the test head "''lIS first elllibmted with II sumdllrd vlllued

specimen pr()\'ided from lhe souree of the IInlllyzer.

F1lluro 4.4: All""'nI42904A lmp&dnnoe Ana~er for magnctlc IIIndDIelectric rnell5Ull!rnenl

4.3 Heat diffusi\'it)' measurement

A new device is produced for the mcll.Suremcnt of heal diffusivity, A glass made funnel is

used II.SII main chamber in which the mcasuremenl specimea is relained. A lmr of cllonile

malerial is used /ISa subslrole of the specimen. The specimen shape is a rectangular lamina

of dimellSion IS" 1.3 mm:. In the two rectanguillf ends, hoi ends of lwo thermocouples l\I"C

placed, The other ends ofthc thennocouples are kept in ice outside lhe chamber, which is

the OoC reference. In one end of the specimen there is an electrical dc"ice that genernles

la'lle amount of heat. The whole chamber is CVIIcualcdby II rotaI')' pump. Undcr CVIlCuatcd

..



condition heat pulse is given for a certain period of time at one end. '1he temperarures of

the both ends are recorded with time until the both end arrive at the same temperatures.

The (hemlll emf change rate is calculated Jrom the time base temperature curve of the both

end from which the thermal diffusivity of the specimen is measured.

The following figure shows the schematic of the device used for this purpose

Heat Pulse

Vacuum

Film I
"•

oc

Figure 4.5: Experimental diagram for heat dlffuswlty Measurement

Figure 4.6: Device arrangement for heal diffusivity measurement

,
"i
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4.4 Scanning Electron Microscope

Hitachi S-3400N Variable Pre,sure Scanning Electron Microscope is used for grain

morphology and microslructural characterization equipped with EDS system.

Fig 4.7: External view of Hilachi $-3400N Scanning Electron Microscope

4.5 DTA, TGA and DTG measurement

For the investigation of thermal response of the film we have taken DTA, TGA and DTG

of the film. For this pUlp",e we have used the lab tacHity of Bangladesh Council of

Scientific and lndustriaJ Resear~h, Dhaka



Chapter Five

Results and Discussion



5.1 Micro structural Charactcl;stics

Thc magneto-transpOit alld the structural properties of (Fe",".,V,)7,P15ClO have been

mcasured a.I a functioll of temperature, magnetic field an(! rrequency The electron

dilruslvity properties of the S<lmple.\have also been investigaled through time decay of

mtll1ochromatic light pulse. The ,truetllral propcrtle; ha\'e been invcstigated through SEM,

Ilr;l,., TGA and thc EDS mea.<LHemen[S.The electrical properties and the magndlC

transport propertie<; havc been investigated through measurements or electrical resistivity

WJdthe magnetorcsistance properties Mthe material.

Fig_5.1 (a) SEM III Icrographs of sample-1 (x=1 .5)
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Fig-6.1Ib): SEM mlcrographs of $~mpl""2 (>:=3)

Fig-5.1Ic): SEM micrngrnphs of SlImple-3 (.P9)

"
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Fig-5.1 (d): SEM micrograJ>lls 01 SlImple-.. (p 15)

SF.M images show II uniform surface te~lure of the samples. Further dctail~ nbout lhe
surface morphology could not be studied becau~ of the low resolution of lhc SEM
machine. lLis assumed th8t lhc microslmeturc ~Ilnlllin~well defined groin bOllndnriesand
thaI lhc grains got smaller in size ""ilh annealing. The critical balallce between sarurfttioll
magneli7.alionlind lhe grain size is w~lI recognized lhrough thc magnctiution dnUlnnd lhe
subSC'quC11tDTA and TGA ~nalysis The balance between gntin size Md tbe saturation
magnclizalion is governcd by [)6 law where [) is Lhediamctcr of the particle. Whcn [)
approaches 10-20 nftno-mcter in si7.c lhcn the malerial ~h(Jws ils novel soft magnctic
pm[>Cnic.'.The replaeement of Fc ""ith V is to induce some magnctic eoercivily in lhe
mUleriftl.Wilh proper precision mCi15urcmcm~of hysLeresis iL is possiblc 10 sec this
f••alure. The addition of V LaFc would reduce the m8gnilude of s81umlionmngncti7.:uion.
Howevcr, II subsequem hystcrcsis loop broadening should r~\'eal that the magnetic
ooen:ivily has incre8sed due to the addition of\'.

5.2 EDS Spcctrll

The EnS dctector mellSUIl:Semiued X-mys ver.;us their energy. The encrgy nssodated
with the emined X-ray is characteristic of the element from •••.1,ieh the X-my emitted. A
spectrum nf the energy vcr.5llSrcl8tivc counts of lhe dctccted X-my~ ;s ohlnined and
cvaluated for qunlit~tivc and qUAntitativedetermin8tion~of the clemenls pre.<cmin the
sampled volume. On Lhiswork EDS Speclm pallem orthe samples wt'fe taken at room
lemperature using a Hitachi S-3400N EDS m8chinc. Samples annl)7.ed by X-ray
t1l1oll:scenceall: shown in Fil;-5.2 (a-<l).
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Flg-5.Z(a)' EDS Spectrum of sample-1 (x"l, 5)
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Fig-5.2(b), EDS Spectrum of sample-2,(x=3)
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Fig-5.2(c). EDS Spectrum of sample-3 (x=9)
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Fig-5.2(d) EOS Spectrum sample-4 (x"15)



Table-I: Seml-(ll.lantitative weight %

Sample Fe V P C

(Fe." ~V1~)75PJ,C JO 87,17 0.23 X40 4,20

(Fe~IV9hPljC10 84.36 1.85 X23 5.56

(FeojV+sP15CW 79.94 6.n 8.49 5.34

(fei.\ V I.')" P, ,C '" 77.23 7'4 8,53 6.40

From the above EDS <;peetra and table we abscrved that all the ekment, of the test

\ample~ are present in their propaniDnaJ fDrm TherefDre 01.1elemental lo,s was dde~ted

from this study. 1here is hDwcver a slight change in the ~omposition due to the presence

ofmiern-voids mainly occupied by air which has formed same Dxides upan annealing ~t

higher temperarnrc. Thesc oxidcs are again eliminated upon anneahng at even higher

temperalure around the cl)'stallization tcmpcratllfc T, One af the studJed samples has

shavv"nanamalDus beh~vior Df rapid enhwlCemeot in magnetization "ulue, fi,r higher \'

content. The role DfV in this particular case is cantrury tQ the ca,>eti,r smalkr V content

where 1tWil, predIcted that V only help, in gram growth, In thi~ ea~e the higher V content

is thaught tD have enhanced the gro>vth k,net,cs of nano-gruin fomlation. Thi~ is revcakd

by the abrupt enhancement in magnet1ntion of the sample for higher V content,



5.3 The Impedance Measurement
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Figure 5.3(a) : Variation of Impedance and phase angle w~h frequency lor Sample-1 (x=1 ,5)
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Figure 5.3(b) : Variation of Impedance and phase angle with frequency for Sample-2 (><=3)
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Figure 5.3(c) :Variation of Impedance and phase angle with frequency for Sample-3 (x=9)
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Figure 5.3 shows the impedance ~Ild the correspollding phase angle at different

frequencies The freqllencies of measurements were set up between 40 Hz to 110 l\.frlz,

The impedance remained constalll upto a certain frequency and has shown remarkable

inCl'ea<,eaftemards This behavior limit; the frequency range llpto which the samples

could bc used in ac circuits. In this case tbe impedance remamed constant uplO 10 MHz

aIlef\vards it began to increase with in~reasing frequency reaching a maximum at 110

MBz Similarly phase angle increases with the increase, of fi'equellcy, 1l seems that after

100 1I.1Hzthe pha<;e angk reached a maximum and then ~aturated ~round the same

frequency In Fig 5 3(e) we observed that impedance remain eonstunt up to 1 MHz then

de~rea,es wLth l,'equeoey and minimum at 10,1 MHz thereafter sharply in~reases and

reached maximum at 1()() MHz. Similarly phase ~ngle decrease, with frequen~y up 10 10

MHL then increases with frequency and reached 10 saturation after 30 MHz. Fig 54 show's

the clectnc~1 resistivity of the mcasured samplcs as a function of temperature. All [he

;;amples show a drop in resistivity above 500 K which is close to the glass transition

temperatllre T~_the on~e[ of cry stall i7alion with the cry~tallization temperature T, being

always higher than T. At higher frequency samples show a semiconductor behavior.

5.4 High Temperature Measurement
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Figure 5.4: ReSistiVityvs Temperature Curve for Differentsamples
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Fig-SA show, the resistivity measurement with ternperat<lre. Here we observed that

reoislivity remains constant upto 450 K thereafter decrea,e~ 'l'he decrcase in electrical

resistivity around 450K corresponds to the onset of miero-crystalliles formation. The

process conlinues uplO the cl)'stallization temperature T, where the resistivIty shows a

sharp fall and the more ordered cry~lalline ,lwetllre, are expecled to have formed around

this temperature "I hIs temperature also Clm'espolld, well the magnetic phase tran~ition

temperature T, where the sample enter, into the paramagnetic phase, The reversibility of

the phase tran,formation i.1not expeded as typical for other metallic glass system in which

there is u<ually a thenno-magnetic hystere,is when the lemperature is reduced to re-enter

into the ferromagnetic ph~se.ln thi; "tudy a similar thenno-magnetic hy~teresis formation

is pl'edicted, The thenno-magnetic hy.~leresis i, a measure of the energy stored in lhe

sySlem when thermal swilching is done, This is a typical behavior of conventional metallic

glasses since the order-disorder mechanism is govemed on the hasis of the growth proce,,'

dUllng mell-spinni ng

5.5 Magnetoresistance Measurement
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Fig_5.S: Vanation 01MR% with different Vanadium concentration



Fig-55 ,hows the MR% at room temp~r~ture for diITerent Vanal!ium (V) concentration, Tt

i, seen Irom the figure that l\lR % decreascs ",ith increa,es of Vanadwm concentration up

to 9 at% thereafter it increases, The possible rcason may be attributed to the fonl1ation of

nano-grains initiated by VanadllllTIat higher concentration This enhanccment in MR% has

becn supported by the magneti7ation data which has also shown a rcmarkable increa.\e in

the magnetort',i stance value for thi, parti cular coneentrati on of V "1 he magnetore,i ,lance

is governed by the electron spin-s~atleIing ccntcrs, During the demagneti7,ation proce,s

the magnctie domains and the conductLon electron scattcring, take part to contribute to the

electrical re"istivily and the magndore.\islancc. Once the magnetic ,amration io achieved

there is no domain motion a, it has a,sumcd a single domain. The only contribution to the

e1edrical re,i,tivity and the magnetorc,i,tance comes al this stage is from the conduction

electron s~atleling due to the ~olli~i"n between them'el\'es and thc elcctron mean free-

path is llIuch longer JI1this stage Thc temperature coe!TIcient during the demagnetization

pro~ess i~ usually negative. The only reason for thi, negative TCR is the longer free-path

of the electron and there is no ,eattering of the conduction electrons from the domain

boundmies.

5.6 Penneabilit), Measurement

FOI' the measurement of Pemleability, Agilent 4194/\ (frequency 40 Hz to 110 l\1Hz)

impedance analyzer hm. been u,cd l'requency wa~ .Iet up from 40 Hz to 100 KHz as at

higher frequency pel1neability rcmain constant.
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Fig-5 6(a-d) shows the peml~abili! y of the spccim ell mat~ri ul at dilTerent frequencies, The

a c penneabilit)' sludie, .\how a systematic d~neas" in the a c magneli~ response of the
sample, witll increasing fi-~qu~ncy Some resonance peaks are fo"nd near 1 KHz that
meaJl, that magnetization will bc maximum on that particular frcquency. Quality factor

remain, constant with incr~a~ing of frequency



5.7 The Magnetization I\'icasurement

The mag.neti7ation measurement ofthe films was done to ohserve its magnetic property.
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Table-2, Data for Saturation Ma!,'l1etizaion of the samples

S,m Ie Sal Magnetization [a,u]
Sample-1, , I 5 (j,ll

Sam le-2, , 3 027
Sample-], r9 o 15
Sam le-4, , IS 008

From the sturly of magneti7alion we found lhat the addilion of Vanadium (V) ha, re<;ulted

in ~ignificant decrease in magnelization value.1 Addition of V is likely to have increa,e in

grain ,ize in a malrix offerromagnelic Fe particles surrounded by the non-magnetic C and

P atoms, However. an exeeptional behavior was recorded for lhc sample-4 (x=15) whieh

hil8 shown a remarkable increase in magneti7i\tion values The possible reason tor lhis

ullusual behavior may be auributed to the formation of nano grain; initialed by vanad'unL

Thi, enhancement in magnelization has been supported by the mah'l1elnresistanee datil

which has also shown a remarkable increase in the rnagnetore,i;tance value for this

pani clLlarCOllcentration of V.



5.8 DTA, TGA, DTG Analysis
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Hgure 5.8(a-d) show, the dJlferenlial thennal analysis (DTA). thermo-gravimetric

an~ly,is (TGA) and differential thelmo-gravimetrie (DTG) of the films

UTA: In the PTA eUlVe two exothermic rise i~ occurred fi)r ,ample 1, 2 und 3 and one

e~othermic rise i~ occurred for ~amplc 4 The peak values are given in the table helow

Table-3: DTA peak values of the d,fferenl samples

S:llnpll' 1" l'rnk (0C) 2"' Penk (Oe)

Sample-l 429,6 445.9

Sample-2 4396 449.5

S~mple-3 I 4402 451.3

SampJe-4 I 460,8 """

The fir,t peak attributed to the struetura! phase transionnation and se"ond nne allributed to

o~ida(ion at higher temperature

TG %: In (he 'lG % curve we observed that milS>is ,lightly gained in all samples As

temperature is increased the micro void, which fonned dUling the growth proces, or lhe

rihhon duling melts spinning ;, gradually c1iminated, This re,uhs in densification or (he

mallix of (he more ordered Cl)',(alli(es in the swnples at higher temperature,



5.9 Heat Diffush'it)' Measurement
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Figure I(a-d) show, the heat ddTClSivitymea>Llr~ment curve, The two curves indil.'ate the

lemperature rise and fall of the hot and cold end respectively Th~ diffusivily is measured

from the temperature curve of the cold end by th~ fonnula

a = _0_,_13_9_A_'m'/sec
'50

Wh~re t", is the half rise time of lhe cold ~nd arid A is the ar~il of ero,s ,eetion of heat

dllfusivily

Tahle-4: Caleul<lkd "alues of heat ditl'usi"ily for different ,ample~

Sample Ileat diffusivily It in nhsl"e xur

Sample-l 4,633

Sample-2 1 425

Sample-3 1 684

Sample-4 I 1 544

From the heat diffu;jyjty mea.\Clrement we ob,erved that typical value is similar with

metallic glass,

69 "
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Chapter Six

Conclusion and Future Work



6.1 Conclusion

Thc magnetic and structural properties of (FelOIl_,Vx)"P'IClll(x=l ,5,3,9, 15)alloys have

been ,tudied by measunng lhe magnctizalLon and structural parameters. The samples are

fabncated by conventional mell spinmng technique at whcel speed of 25 m1sec. The as

made samples are found to be ferromagnetic al I'oom temperature and all of them go

thlOugh the magnetlc phase tran,ition around 5UO-600 K SEI\-1images show a uniform

surface texture {)f lhe samples and from the EDS spectra we obsel'ved that all the elements

of the lest alloy are pre,ent in thclr propOITl(}nalform

The lmpcdonce measurements on oil the ,alllpies show a pronounced non linearity above

10 1\1H~wnh the exceptwn of (FCgIV9)75PI5C'llFurther demlled studies are needed to

explain thiS behavior of the sample,

The magnetic plw;e tran,mon of all the studied samples are observed to be around the

glass transition lemperMure T" (650 -700 K).

The a c. pel'meability studies show a systematic decrease 111the a c. magnetic response of

the ,amples v,lth lllcreasing frequency. Some peaks lire round near 1 KHz whIch means

th~t the magnel1zation will be maximum on that partICular frequency, In the quallty Factor

curve we "b,erved that the Qualny fuctor (Q) i, conSlant WIth frcquency wlth no lo>s

occurred,

Addlllon ofVanadiuIT1 (V) has rcsulted in ,igllificant decrease in magnellzation value, for

all the samples but one, Addition of V 1.' lIkely to have increased the grain SL7eLna matnx

of ferromagnetic Fe particles surTounded by the non-magnetic C and P atoms However,

an exceptional behavior was record~d for the sample (Fe" V,-,)"PlIC", which has shown a

remarkable increase in magnctl7.ation values The po"ible reason fol' this unusual

behavior may be attnbutcd to the formation of nanO grains lmtiatcd by vanad,um, This

cnhancement in magnellzatlOn has been supportcd by the magnetore,,,tanc~ dala which

has also shown a remarkable lOcrea,e in lhe magnctoreSlstance value for this particular

concentration of V

The DTA and TUA data hQ\'e ,hown 'Olne cxothennic peaks above 700 K lOdicating some

stl1lctural pha,e transfol'mation above thi, temperature. All the smdicd samples have

shown a ,mall second pellk at cven higher temrerature around 800 j( whLch may be



attnbuted to oxidation or the samples, 'I he EDS analy,i, shows thal addition ofY d,d not

cause any stoichiometnc linbalance in the alloy system Addition of V 1, e"pected to

increase the eoercivity of the alloy system and enhance the magnetic properties, However,

from thi, study it is found that the role of V " ,illlilar to addLtion of a non-magnetic s(}ILlte

,n a magnetl~ alloy whIch 1S depicted in the magnetization curves of all the ,tudied

samples.

6,2 Suggdtions for future wor'"

'I he folloWlllg expetiments can be carried out for unde"tanding the magneto-transport and

LheSlllletura I propertie, of (FelO".xVx)"P15C ll'

I. MeasLlrement can be done wLth high resolLltion of SEM to determllle the structure

of the sample, dearly

2. Temperature dependent magnetic a,c, permeabllity and magneLization may be

measured to determine the Curie Temperature ('I oj,

3. XRD ean be taken to detefiTiine the transformation ()f ,amples after OTA and TGA

measurement

4. Re;sllvity is to be me.1Sured with low temperature to detennine the low

temperature bchavlor of the ,ample,

5 S~mple, are to be annealed to eliminate the micro-voids.

6, Exccptional hehavior wa, found at 15 at% ofVanadlUm (V) 111m~gnctlzatloll and

magnetore,istance measurement, so investig~tion can be carried out aroulld 15 at%

ofV.
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MI

GMR
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List of Symbols and Nomenclature

Stiffness Constant

Iron

Copper

Niobium

Tantalum

Silicon

Boron

Cobalt

Resistivity at room temperatme.

Resistivity at any temperature (other than rOOmtemperatme)

Nonnalized resistivity

Magnetoresistancc

Magnetoresistance in percent.

Wall width

Magnctoimpedanee

Giant Magnetoresistan~e

Giant magnctoimpcdancc

Impedance

Resistance

Rea~tan~e

Quality factor

D;ssipation factor

Inductance

Exchangc intcraction lcngth

Permeability in Iree spa~e_

Initial permeability

Real part of complex pemleability

lmaginary part orcomplex penneability

Cocrcivity

Ani:.otropyenergy



J, Saturation magnetization

I D Grain diameter

K. Uniaxial magnetic anisotropy constant
, " CClrie temperature

Te Glass transition temperature

KG Kilogauss

MUT Material LlIlder test

MH, Megahertz

GHz Gigahertz

FM Ferromagnetic

AFM Anti-ferromagnetic

ZFe Zero Field Cool

Fe Field Cool

RQF Relative Quality Factor
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